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An egg,creamed corn and three saucers
YOUR BODY IS CHANGING
By Jack Pendarvis
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By Kathleen Winter
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MACHINE
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REVIEWED BY CATHY STONEHOUSE

I n Gogol's famous story
I Overcoat, a series of improb-
I able events links disparate
characters in a tight, causal
chain, resulting in a haunting,
satiric meditation on the
power of social rank versus
desire. Whether realist or fan-
tastic, all short fiction trades
in altemative universes, each
conjured up in the smallest
possible number of words.
Some of those worlds are so
close to our own that their ar-
tificiality is scarcely visible;
others flaunt their strange-
ness, play with our senses. Yet
all short fiction spars with on-
tology, what is real and what
is not.

In North America, generally
speaking, realist stories are
the most highly respected.
But there have always been
some who break the mould
by employing satire, surreal-
ism, bizarre subject matter
and other shock tactics.

In this tradition, Jack Pen-
darvis, a U.S. writer. feeds re-
alist convention through the
wringer. His latest work, Your
Body is Changtng,posits a uni-
verse as dysfunctional as con-
temporary small-town
America, only more so. Fol-
lowing in the footsteps of
such brilliant US social sati-
rists as George Saunders, Pen-
darvis offers eight uneven
tales that run the gamut from
a three-page, inanely repeti-
tive political speech, Final Re-
marks,to a 1oo-page,
4r-chapter novella featuring a
frighteningly naive Christian
teen on abizawe pilgrimage
through the evils of back-
roads Alabama.

En route, we encounter a se-
ries of hilarious testimonies
to a recently defunct brand of
chewing gtxn (Courageous
Blast) and an almost touching
tale of non-connection be-
tween an anonymous young
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man and a travel writer (The
Train Going Bock), which be-
gins, unforgettably,' A man
like a big egg sat down and
dunked a tea bag" and ends
as banal parody, "Pretty soon
it was dark, and between the
lit cities it was very dark."

Pendarvis is best at captur-
ing the utter vacuity at the
heart of supposedly meaning-
ftrl discourse. in which reli-
gion, academia and
advertising are alarmingly
alike. His heroes are generally
young, confused, not particu-
larly bright, but very sincere.
Witness Henry Gill in the tifle
story increasingly unable to
distinguish the voice of God
from his own sex drive:"Can't You please do some-
thing about all this semen?"
Although Pendarvis occasion-
ally loses his satirical edge
and descends into quasi-ado-
lescent farce, these stories are
still worth reading for their
insight and humour. This is a
writer unafraid to push things
too far.

Canadian Peier Dub6's fic-
tional milieu is Montreal's
marginalized, radical intelli-
gentsia, its artistic and gay
subcultures, and his new col-
lection eschews satire for a
compressed realism. Al-
though each story or "fiction"
in Atthe Bofiom of the Sky is
named after a figure in clas-
sical mythology - Cerberus,
Ianus, Daedalus etc. - these
stories portray pivotal mo-
ments in the lives of contehr-
porary characters, as viewed
by the cipher-like narrator
Adrian, who acts as the hub
to whom all these larger than
life radii connect.

Dubd's dreamlike and hallu-
cinatory writing is clearly de-
signed to evoke surealism,
and many of the stories nar-
rate staged or self-conscious
events that are either shock-
ing or bizarre: A visual artist
sets fue to his work: a mental
patient relates a weird con-
spiracy theory; two friends
lose their way in Montreal's
sewer system. The charged,
heady atmosphere of an ur-
ban summer, the perilous flux
of an erotically bonded com-
munity and the genuine hero-
ism of the artist are all well
captured.

There is, however, some-
thing static and overblown
about Dub6's concept-driven
naratives. His supposedly
unsung heroes take them-
selves too seriously, and many
of the stories' pivotal events

Short stories remind us
that the truth often hides
out where it's safest ...

and images are borrowed
from films or paintings or else
related to us second or even
third hand, leaving the narra-
tives themselves leached out
and static. Not much hap-
pens; we are often told, rather
than shown, and playfulness
is oddly absent in the writing.
By the end I wished Dubd
himself had broken through
into fantasy and enacted one
of the artistic experimentS his
characters indulge in, rather
than relying on tired mytho-
logical clichds to pull these
fragments together.

In contrast, Canadian Kath-
Ieen Winter. winner of Bi-
blioasis's Metcalf-Rooke
Award for her fiction collec-
tion boYs, thinks small, not
big. This seasoned journalist's
z4 gemlike tales engage in an
almost hyper-real attempt to
capture the texture of small-
town East Coast life. and what
binds them together is a
strong voice. Many of these
stories are very short and con-
tain little in the way of plot,
fuamatic tension or narrative
arc. Vignettes such as /olly
Trolley, which records a con-
versation between quiet Mari-
anne and voluble Mrs.
McGettigan, cover very little
narrative ground, yet mine
deep; Mrs. McGettigan"should be home making sup-
per instead of sitting down
eating banana and toast and
talking about Florida with
Marianne."

A miniaturist, Winter's
greatest skill is observation,
brilliantly capturing moments
and details. "His breakfast
was three saucers. from left to
right; his toast; his egg cup
containing his boiled egg; his
cup ofcoffee." Bravely, such
no-nonsense, cut-to-the-chase
delineation of the daily com-
prises the alpha and omega of
Winter's finely etched fiction-
al world.

If the collection has a fault,
it is that too many of its sto-
ries are alike, reading together
like sketches or notes for a
novel. By themselves in a
journal or magazine they
might work brilliantly, yet ul-
timately this overstuffed col-
lection is not equal to the

sum of its parts. I wonder if
the miniature really is her
form; perhaps a novel should
follow, one in which Winter's
worldview could really ex-
pand.

Another quibble: The jacket
blurb and book title focus on
gender issues when these are
not at all the central axis of
the book. Women wanting to
escape, the uses of fantasy,
perhaps, but the title boYs is
stretching it. The quotidian
magic of Winter's sketches
seems far better evoked bv a
different story's title: Every-
thing in the Bag Changed.

Mark Paterson's second col-
lection delights in the ironic
moniker A Finely Tuned Apa-
thy Machine.Its surreal cover
art suggests wild fantasy;
what lies inside, however, are
grubby, gritty evocations of
failed or stalled lives told un-
sentimentally, peppered with
whimsy and comic conceit. In
these tales, Paterson displays
technical bravado; he is
equally at home in a one-par-
agraph micro-fiction and a
lengthy novella. Weird things
happen and are compellingly
narrated with a slacker's eve
for thebizarre, the witing
seemingly efforfless. As Kevin
says in Cream ed, Corn Einale," 'All you have to do is put
the corn in your mouth and
then let it fall out.'" Yet tne
sense one gets is of a magi-
cian working inside his limits.

Yes, Paterson can conjure
strange worlds, but often he
holds back from allowing that
strangeness to mean some-
thing. Lasting ficflon does
more than merely entertain.
Like its title, this collection's
apparent riskiness masks a
deeper conservatism. Never-
theless, it is a gripping read.

At a time when readers ap-
pear hungry for fact above fic-
tion, short stories remind us
that the truth often hides out
where it's safest, in imaginary
universes that intersect with
ours in shocking, if not haz-
ardous ways. Yes, making
things up can still be perilous.
Witness Danny in Paterson's
D y sf unction I unction, a hap -
less teen, who, trapped in a
grand convergence of family
misfortune, tosses his toy gun
into the wreckage, insisting,
far too late, "it's not real ...
it's just not real."
bl Cathy Stonehouse writes and
tea.ches inVancouver. She has
short fi ctions f orthcoming in
Descant and The New
Quarterly.


